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TRUE V FALSE  
 
Dear Reader, 
Are you looking for truth? 
Let’s move into false vacuum, 
the prime moment of germination of love. 
 
Are you trapped with truth in the body of falsehood? 
Obstinate God wants you acting as observer.  
So the false vacuum for few moments. 
Don’t be afraid please.  
Let’s walk down.  
You may get the whirlpool of truth. 
 
Now time is very strange.  
You are looking for the pieces of chicken inside your coffee.  
Microcosm looking for the absolute through observation,  
Macrocosm probing into cosmos, 
Yet Brahma sings Purobii of micro inside macro. 
So you have only pencil in hand. 
 
Don’t be afraid please.  
Let’s forget all atomicity and walk down towards the original seed, 
towards the womb of possibility in Gamow’s heart,  
Write down the causes of your explosions in triangular love. 
If horizon remains out of bounds, 
be melancholic with Brahma in thirst of harmony. 
 
By that time I measure the interiority. 
 
Life inside your confused life,  
toggling between presence and absence, 
body and soul, 
still looking for the unit of composition, 
the relation of part to the whole. 
If you think it as constant,  
the horizon problem may fasten on your finger. 
Will be the philosophy of life become too flat?  
So a balance between your longing and receiving 
like a canopy of sky to fill up the void space  
between a home and a room. 
 
In the course of conversation we’ve reached to Guth, 
the wide field of cosmic Inflation.  
Higgs is fielding for phase transition objectively, 
like an objectivist poem to stir the potential well. 
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This is your destination.  
 
Don’t be emotional with returning home.  
You are returning to coherence.  
Arrange yourself. 
Holding the fingers of Penrose,  
elevate your neurons to the minimum excited state,  
to see how the negativity of falsehood repels Brahma, 
demeaning the falsehood to mean the truth. 
Big or bang, it’s the absolute, 
the whirlpool of truth. 

 

----------------------------------    

SPLIT LETTER OF ANDROMEDA  
 

Liberation. Though it is illusive, you wanted it. So am I. Andromeda too. In the last full moon 
night, during mixing moonshine with my rice, fragments of a split letter embraced my fingers. I 
looked into sky. Andromeda smiled to vibrate the string of my heart with silent waves, “That is the 
autobiography of my supernova, touch your heart to read the words.” Dear Reader, I am just trying 
to assemble her split letters for you. 

 
Celebration since my birth as a star. 
Yet I was doomed to destiny 
by burning my heart with love. 
When I lose all pharmakon of my physique, 
rasokaliii rolled down through my chained nude figure.  
Yes, I was waiting for you to catastrophize myself.  
 
Grand fiesta with gravitation.  
Aajaniii moved towards the skyline. 
Heart was pulsing with passion.  
Thirst for love crossed the danger line  
of temperature in the nocturnal womb. 
Breast tie pulsing with pressure.  
oh Krishna, oh Krishna, buzz everywhere.  
Old Einstein woke up to call Pauli’s exclusion.  
A flawless balance on the lap of Brahma’s law. 
Summons of freedom on trapeze.  
 
Bridal Memory shed off long back  
from darken cavity of my heart.  
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Only ironic sigh amplified with lost love. 
Chandra Shekhariv chained me in and out  
with the measure of mass.  
Secret hymns rocked to go beyond limit. 
Zodiacs piled up to storm my indifferent blood.  
Tsunami rang with violin bow for liberation. 
At last my daring steps crossed the boundary, weaved by Chandra.  
 
Death kiss of Krishna-love afloat with Brahma-colour.  
Supernova blossomed with adore of wonder.  
Aha! Light!  
Alight myself with sacrificial fire. 
May be momentary but not a myth. 
Spellbound sky for a second or so.  
Liberated I am with light, aha light. 
 
Yours loving,         
S Andromeda 
 

i Purobi – An Indian Musical Mode 
iirosokoli – a streak of clay painted on the bridge of nose by a Vaishnava  
iiiAajan – A call to Muslim to attend prayer meeting in a mosque 
ivChandra Shekhar –A renowned Indian-American Scientist. Chandra means moon in Bengali.  
  

                                                           


